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Abstract

This paper analyses the current standing of nursing within the wider United Kingdom (UK) higher education (HE) environment and considers the development of academic identity within the sector, introducing a technology mediated approach to professional learning and development. A community of practice (CoP) is a way of learning based on collaboration among peers. Individuals come together virtually or physically, with a common purpose, defined by knowledge rather than task (Wenger 1998). In 2008, a small team of academics at Glasgow Caledonian University, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Community Health created and implemented iCoP, a project undertaken to pilot an international community of practice, where novices and expert academics collaborated to debate and discuss the complex transition from clinician to academic. Although not intended as a conventional research project, the developmental journey and emerging online discussion provide an insight into the collective thoughts and opinions of a multi-national group of novice academics. The article also highlights the key challenges, problems and limitations of working in an international online arena with professionals who traditionally work and thrive in a face to face, real time environment.

Introduction

Nursing in the UK has, within the past decade, moved into the HE sector; an arena that traditionally values theoretical and propositional knowledge rather than vocational and interpersonal skills (Miers 2002). There is a continuing reluctance within nursing to embrace...
an academic agenda. This may be a defensive reaction against a culture that by its vocational nature and defined practical activity is regarded as ‘inferior to abstract thinking skills’ (Miers 2002 p217) Communities of practice (CoPs) may have a contribution to make in the development of professional identity in education.

Lave and Wenger (1991) are credited with the original description of a CoP as an approach to learning that encompasses elements of identity, situation and active participation. Wenger’s (1998) concept of a CoP is based on a social participative way of learning, developed within a situated learning environment. A CoP forms or is formed, around groups of people who share a common concern or interest and who wish to ‘deepen their knowledge and expertise’ in a particular subject or discipline. The ‘community acts as a vehicle for collaboration, allowing members to enter dynamic and engaged relationships with colleagues and others’ (Wenger et al 2002 p4). Wenger (1998) suggests that individuals are motivated to join a CoP primarily to develop a sense of professional identity and belonging. McArthur-Rouse (2008) stresses the need for the development of professional identity, and Booth et al (2007) believe that to enable the development of practice, individuals need to explore of knowledge that is both tacit as well as explicit. Booth et al (2007) believe that a CoP provides a vehicle for the translation and transmission of tacit knowledge, thus aiding the development and understanding of professional behaviours in teaching. This model also has wider application; as CoPs pose a significant way forward for practising teachers to generate knowledge that will benefit the wider academic (national and international) community as a whole (Luby 2006/7).

Is nursing an academic discipline?

The question of whether or not nursing should be considered an academic discipline and the preparedness of nurses to enter Higher Education (HE) is fundamental to the question of how nurses manage their transition from practice to education and subsequently how they perceive their own professional standing within both. Miers (2002) states that within the UK, the migration from vocational training institutions (colleges of nursing) into HE was overwhelmingly viewed by former nurse tutors as conferring increased academic status. The assimilation of nursing into the sector was however viewed somewhat differently and at times negatively by the more established academic disciplines (Watson 2004).
A tension exists between the institutional goal of research and the reality of the perceived priories of nurse academics (Andrew and Wilkie 2007). In nursing, in the UK, an increased emphasis on a skill based approach means that increasingly, knowledge development is seen ‘more as the product of a technical process rather than of intellectual work’ (Thompson 2006 p124). McNamara (2008) highlights the fact that in the UK, the entry of nursing into HE has provoked comment in both the literature and the media, much of which remains hostile to an aspirational academic nursing agenda. The enduring message appears to be that a university educated nurse cannot care for patients as well as one who has been ‘trained’ exclusively within the UK National Health Service and that somehow this omission ‘lies at the heart of the present malaise’ (Watson and Thomson 2004 p73). Part of the discourse of opposition expressed by McNamara (2008) describes nursing work as ‘sacred but its essence is being corroded by the drive to academicise the non-academic’ (p465). Doubts about the legitimacy of nursing as an academic discipline continue to prevail and consequently detract from the creation of a strong blueprint for the development of academia and academics. Butler et al (2006) suggest that nursing does not always appear on the academic radar because of its lack of specialist discourse, uniqueness and constant borrowing from other disciplines such as medicine. Standish (2002) maintains that nursing should maintain disciplinary borders, cross them of course, but ultimately seek to preserve a discreet body of work that both underpins and expands the discipline.

Nursing has grown as an academic discipline over the past decade and UK nurses are now increasingly likely to be qualified at graduate level and many undertake higher degrees and doctorates. At the point where nursing as an academic discipline is beginning to thrive, Watson and Thompson (2004) suggest that it is in danger of going backwards, returning to the task orientated approach of the 1960’s and 70’s. Task orientated training enabled students to understand individual mechanical processes but many missed the, ‘big picture’. They learned a ‘bunch of techniques, but to them they were just that; a bunch of techniques’ (Kennedy 1998 p142). At undergraduate level, the emphasis of the nursing curriculum is increasingly directed toward ‘trainability’. Academics in a still emerging discipline, such as UK nursing, are firmly directed, at undergraduate level, towards a skills based agenda, which, it can be argued, subjugates the ‘substantive content of academic disciplines to technical and bureaucratic procedures’ (McNamara 2006 p 471). Yet Universities are concerned not only with teaching and research but with the advancement of teaching within a scholarship framework. Through the work of scholars such as Boyer (1990) teaching has advanced as a wider scholarly discipline, a discipline that moves forward as the result of the integration of research, synthesis and application to practice (Thompson 2006).
In the past, nurses who wished to become academics made a ‘linear transition’ from the UK National Health Service into education (Kenny et al 2004 p630). Traditionally, a close relationship between the Health Service and education ensured a supply of potential teachers who were rooted firmly within the practice arena. A decade ago, the role of nurse educator was more clearly defined, with the main task centred on the production of a trained workforce for the clinical area. Movement out of the clinical sector and into education in the 1990’s has had a profound effect on nurse educators, now they are required to focus more on their academic profile, many perceiving this as leading to an inevitable loss of clinical credibility (Kenny et al 2004).
Developing academic identity

Clark et al (2002) suggest that Universities should help novice academics develop ‘a breadth of vision that will allow them to embrace new and innovative ways of teaching and learning, in a dynamic and evolving higher education environment’ (p129). Starting an academic career can be complex and challenging. Snyder (1997) suggests that professional competence implies not just a level of attainment linked to professional qualification but a career long approach to knowledge building. Making the transition from clinician to educator or in fact, increasingly, maintaining and managing a dual role with a foot in each camp, presents novice nurse academics with an added complication (Andrew and Wilkie 2007). Entering academia from a background that may be rich in practice experience but limited in teaching and research means that new academics experience culture shock. Practitioners who join the academic community sometimes struggle to come to terms with what is effectively a career change (Diekelmann 2004). There are reports in the literature of qualitative studies where findings reveal feelings of loss, inadequacy and lack of fluency in a new and sometimes alien culture (Diekelmann 2004, McArthur-Rouse 2008).

In professions such as nursing and teaching, much of the learning is centred on a way of being or tacit knowledge, which, although not explicit, is often the way that individuals develop professional ways of knowing (Booth et al 2007). Becoming an academic involves a socialisation process that leads the individual on a journey, either moving from one organisation to another, or often requiring them to span two organisational cultures, one, clinical and known territory, the other educational and unknown (Andrew et al 2008). The need to create a learning culture within higher education for academics as well as students is a pre-requisite for professional/personal growth and development of novice nurse educators (Kenny et al 2004). Becoming an academic involves a socialisation process that leads the individual on a journey, either moving from one organisation to another, and often requiring them to span two organisational cultures, one, clinical and known territory, the other educational and unknown (Andrew and Wilkie 2007).

Communities of Practice

Wenger et al (2002) believe that professional learning and development are about communities, their identities and their practice. Wenger (1998) blends a constructivist view of learning, where meaningful experience is set in the context of personal development with the
practitioner’s ‘relationship with a wider but identifiable group of people’ (Fowler and Mayes 1999 p7). The result is an integrated approach to learning, achieved through a combination of social engagement and collaborative working in an authentic practice environment.

CoPs can provide a potentially useful framework for constructing collaborative learning. Lai et al (2006) highlight the fact that CoPs are situational and rooted in practice. They argue that they are not just managed knowledge networks; although there are similarities and that they are more than information exchanges, although they do share information. CoPs are more purposeful. They are grounded in the deep interest of their members, encouraging them to share personal histories and journeys, weaving a narrative, to contextualise professional and practice development. Novices can mix with experts, academics with practitioners and mentors with the mentored (Lave and Wenger 1991, Booth 2007). Wenger’s (1998) CoPs learn through the act of social participation. He strongly identifies with the concept of active group learning and collaboration in an authentic practice environment. Membership of a CoP engages the individual in the ‘process of being active participants in the practices of social communities and constructing identities in relation to these communities’ (Wenger 1998 p4). According to Wenger et al (2002), CoPs can range in size, they can be long or short lived, co-located or distributed, within or without the organisation, local or international, organised or spontaneous, hidden or institutional. CoPs can have diverse memberships and exist in virtual or real time. They thrive or die according to the commitment of their members (Wenger et al 2002). In a similar fashion, the model of shared leadership designed by Bligh et al (2006), a CoP is underpinned by an environment that is ripe for growth, propelling the person from ‘individual level dependence’ to team focussed levels of ‘trust, potency and commitment’ (p300).

Individuals are primarily motivated to join a CoP to develop a sense of professional identity and belonging. A CoP forms or is formed around groups of people who share a common concern or interest and who wish to ‘deepen their knowledge and expertise’ in a particular subject or discipline (Wenger et al 2002 p4). The community acts as a vehicle for collaboration, allowing members to enter dynamic and engaged relationships with colleagues and others. McNeil (1997), in a study investigating the transition from nurse to teacher, stresses the need for the development of professional identity and Booth et al (2007) believe that to enables the development of practice, individuals need to explore of knowledge that is both tacit as well as explicit. A CoP can complement formal training programmes, by allowing members to explore the pedagogical underpinning of practice and share less formal, tacit, personal survival knowledge.
Community working

Drawing on their prior experience of implementing communities within the workplace (Buggy et al 2004, Andrew et al 2008), in 2008 a small team from Glasgow Caledonian University, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Community Health conceived and implemented iCoP, a project intended to pilot an international online CoP to engage novice nurse educators. It was implemented via a secure weblog and underpinned by supportive web pages. The community was moderated through the host institution and potential members invited to subscribe. Although not intended or implemented as a research project, an action approach was adopted. In keeping with this, all members consented to a planned dissemination process and periodic ethical advice and guidance was sought and given by the Chair of the School Research Ethics Committee.

The project was designed to explore the potential of an experiential international online CoP for novice educators, focussed on the development of professional identity in teaching. The study of the effects of group heterogeneity, in particular groupings of individuals of differing ethnic and cultural origins’ is currently gaining momentum in the literature (Yiannis and Griffiths 2008). The issue of national/cultural identity contextualised to learning and teaching in nursing was an area that interested the team. Reflecting the findings of Wenger et al (2002), the CoP was facilitated by a community coordinator, who was a member of academic staff from the host institution. The role of community coordinator is considered to be pivotal. Wenger et al (2002) recommend this role to promote continuity and sustainability in the longer term. It should be stated that previous community coordination had only been undertaken on a national (Scottish) basis and that no member of the team had experience of international moderation.

Over a six month period, the CoP attracted members from Canada, Northern Ireland, Portugal, Italy, The Netherlands, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, England and Scotland. The language of the community was English. There are inherent challenges when attempting to create and sustain heterogeneous groups. There is some evidence in the literature to suggest that heterogeneous groups are easier to work in, may achieve results more quickly and are more sustainable in the longer term (Yiannis and Griffiths 2008). By contrast homogenous groups of are more likely to lapse into the ‘Apollo Syndrome’ described by Belbin (1993) where teams of highly creative individuals collectively perform badly. This is thought to be because of the number of dominant individuals within the one
group, who spend time trying to persuade other members to adopt their own view, rather than valuing or encouraging individual opinions (Belbin 1993; Yiannis and Griffiths 2008).

The CoP attracted fourteen members, not all were active continuously and some remained peripheral or passive throughout (Wenger 1998). Members were encouraged to explore the transition from practice to education. Reflecting Wenger (1998) and Wenger et al (2002) membership also included experienced academics to ensure that the community reflected a breadth of knowledge and professional know-how. This mix was intended to promote and encourage rich dialogue through the interaction of novices with each other and more experienced colleagues via an online mentoring/coaching environment. This community interacted (periodically) over a period of six months discussing the transition from practitioner to educator.

**Community thinking**

Weblog mediated conversations are ‘a series of interlinked weblog posts and comments on a specific topic’ (Efimova and de Moor 2005:1). Analysing a weblog community allows the coordinator to examine the narrative rhythm, pattern and linking practices of members to support a basic content analysis (Efimova and de Moor 2005). Unlike formal research approaches this CoP was underpinned by a ‘model of informal group opinion’ which is not ‘the sum of individual opinions but the product of collective interactions’ (Mangold 1960 p 49). Mangold (1960) developed the concept of group opinion linked to the ‘empirical evidence of a collective’ and the approach to and analysis of this CoP largely reflects this model (Bonsack 2004:215).

New academics, wherever they were geographically located, initially ‘mourned’ their loss of clinical expertise (Andrew et al 2008). More experienced colleagues however, recognised that, rather than a loss of expertise, it was progressively the nature of that expertise that changed. As academics acclimatised, clinical knowledge was transferred into and applied to an educational rather than a practice environment. Overall members recognised that moving into education often amounted to a career change. There was discussion regarding the maintenance of clinical currency. All members recognised that maintaining a clinical profile was challenging and a proportion acknowledged that clinical/practice integration was often achieved through close collaboration with mentors rather than direct clinical contact. Unlike the United Kingdom (UK), in parts of Europe, becoming an academic is regarded as a
different profession, therefore lessening the emphasis on clinical involvement. Those individuals who spanned both practice and educational environments recognised the inherent tensions involved when attempting to address the (often different) priorities of two organisations (Andrew and Wilkie 2007). The need to carry out research and publish as part of the role was also discussed. The balance of teaching and research is not only a national issue but is also recognised internationally as a challenge.

Members enjoyed the experience of linking with other teachers throughout Europe and beyond. They did not rate language as a barrier; rather they perceived joint collaboration with other countries in an extremely positive fashion. The advantages of the online CoP were detailed as being the practice orientated nature of the communication, easy accessibility online, flexible communication, learning from other worlds and perspectives. In the longer term members felt that this community could facilitate research collaboration networks and academic/professional development. The main problems identified were time zone issues from member’s outwith Europe, lack of community focus at times, the difficulty of heterogeneous working and the challenges of online communication for a profession who are traditionally more accustomed to working in a face to face environment.

**Limitations**

Keeping community members engaged and on board is difficult. In this CoP some individuals joined but through work priorities, became peripheral or passive. Wenger et al (2002), however point out that just because a member is passive does not mean that they are not deriving some benefit from studying the interactions of others. The communication tended to be periodic in nature throughout. This was, in part, due to time delay and time zone issues, however the time required to moderate and nurture the community was underestimated at the outset and was also contributing factor. It was anticipated that after an initial period of close support, peer support would effectively carry the process with reduced moderation required. This did not really occur, underpinning the need for robust and continuous moderation/coordination.

**Discussion**

The debate regarding the status of nursing academics is not just confined to the UK. The question of whether nurse educators should be predominately located in practice or academia is debated in the national and international literature (Thompson and Watson
2001, Scott 2008). Although nursing in the UK has moved into higher education, there is ‘a danger that the traditional view of nurse educators’ role and function has not changed’ (Kenny et al 2004 p 630). McNamara (2006) has shown that for some critics this may be a view to be commended rather than condemned. The consequences, however, of continuing to promote the opinion that educators in nursing are there solely as ‘passive implementers of nurse education’ will be to curtail academic advancement, to the detriment of the both the profession and the institution (Kenny 2004 p 630).

CoPs invite people to become part of a group, sharing a common purpose or passion. CoPs can also provide a portal for knowledge development, management and dissemination. In professions such as teaching and nursing, knowledge may be more tacit than explicit, linked to the development of a professional identity. Workplace communities provide fertile ground for the evolution of personal and professional practice development, allowing groups of individuals to collaborate and share their experiences. A CoP can nurture the skills and talents of like and diverse populations. These different attributes can be harnessed to challenge and develop professional teaching practice. iCoP encouraged novice educators to collaborate with each other across continents and time zones. The project was valuable both to uncover international opinion regarding the transition from practice to education and to explore the challenges, benefits and limitations of online community working.

**Conclusion**

This paper has prompted a broader exploration of the literature to inform the potential use of CoPs in the development of professional identity in teaching within the discipline of academic nursing. The continuing debate that questions the validity of nursing as a discipline within UK HE means that we continue to question, not only where nursing should be located but whether nurses are contributing on equal terms with other academics to the development of an evolving body of knowledge defined by strong disciplinary boundaries. Nursing continues to struggle to articulate its uniqueness and the aspirational scholarly agenda, to a certain extent, remains aspirational. There is as yet no definitive way forward for academic nursing and no blueprint for the ideal academic. Novices internationally struggle with the tensions of a dual identity and continue to debate the amount of clinical contact required. The use of experiential innovations such as iCoP however can support transference by promoting collaboration and peer support allowing new academics to work through the
issues and challenges of developing an identity in education; contributing to an expansion of innovation and excellence in teaching and learning.
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